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**Meet MU’s 2023 NSF CAREER Award Winners**
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**Expanding undergraduate access to research**
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**Northwest Missouri Studies**
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**Innovation & Entrepreneurship**
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**Important Dates**

- **Aug. 21:** Enable Access to Infrastructure and Resources
- **Aug. 1:** Limited Submissions Funding
- **June 25:** Institutional Review Board (IRB)
- **June 25:** Institutional Biosafety Committee (IBC)
- **June 12:** HRPP/IRB Research Compliance Seminar
- **June 7:** Application for National Science Foundation (NSF) Supplements: Research Experiences for Undergraduates (virtual) – Four-session program
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**Extra Credit film series**
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**Internal Funding staff**
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**External opportunities:**
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**Research Training Grants**
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**Division Resources**
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**Events**

- **June 30:** [Event Name]
- **June 26:** [Event Name]
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**Important Deadlines**
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**For more information:**
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